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Photo of Catherine Steeves, by Adela Talbot I am very pleased to share Western Libraries' new strategic plan with you.
The plan builds upon Western Libraries'.

This will ensure you get the fastest response from the members of the appropriate library team s. In the short
term we will still offer the same services as before, and we anticipate that services will evolve and improve as
our staff develop their functional expertise. As we have done so well in the past, we must continue to work
together to forge new ground and to secure a bright and exciting collective future. Over the past many months,
Western Libraries staff have established new functional service teams and begun to implement a transition
plan. Will there be an impact on the nature or quality of library services? Staff, students, faculty, and
community partners took advantage of the many engagement activities and opportunities for input to our
planning process. However, as all library staff now have a primary area of responsibility on one of our
functional teams, your previous contact may not be the person who will follow up. You made it clear that you
have high expectations for Western Libraries and our contribution to student success and research outcomes
now and into the future. What will this mean for the start of the new academic year? We continue to appreciate
everyone's patience and understanding. A functional approach will also provide opportunity to standardize
service quality across faculties and eliminate redundancy across library locations. Who should I contact to
request specific support or services? The strategic plan represents our overarching aspirations in the
achievement of our mission and vision. You see engagement, collaboration, and innovation as critical
elements of our continued success. The team also fosters student engagement through the provision of
innovative events and services as a result of collaboration and partnership. As we roll out the new model and
as individual staff develop skills and take on new roles, there may be some delays in service. If you have any
questions about these changes or about how to access library services, please contact Western Libraries. The
Content Management, Discovery and Access team provides ongoing access to high quality research
collections across Western's disciplines. In anticipation of the new academic year, we have spent the summer
moving to the new model, introducing elements piece by piece as part of the formal transition process. The
faculty member or graduate student can still reach out to his or her traditional contact, but now this librarian
can draw on the expertise of or refer the request to one of many other library colleagues who can then provide
a range of both standard and specialized services. What are the new functional areas and teams? The plan will
be brought to life over the course of the coming five years, adapting to changing circumstances and
opportunities that arise. Western Libraries previously relied on a liaison system, with each Faculty -- and
sometimes individual departments and programs -- assigned one specific subject librarian. In place of having
only one specific librarian available to provide all library services, we have an email address library uwo.
Please join us as we journey to  If this is the case, please rest assured that your request will be forwarded to the
appropriate person or team. Where can I learn more or request services? This transition addresses a variety of
opportunities and challenges, including the need to create new services and to specialize in increasingly
complex services.


